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Introduction

Textbooks play an irreplaceable role in promoting students’ mastery 
of scientific knowledge and organization of learning activities. Besides, 
textbooks are the factor affecting students’ academic performance (Aldah-
mash et al., 2016; Andersen, 2020; Polikoff, 2015), and the guarantee for 
teachers to implement curriculum standards (Hill, 2001), so it is necessary 
to examine the textbooks (Vojíř & Rusek, 2021). Under the standards-based 
reform, standards become the important basis of measurement, guide the 
curriculum development and classroom teaching, and put forward clear 
goals and expectations for teachers to improve teaching quality and students 
to improve their academic performance (Troia et al., 2018). Improving the 
alignment among various components of the education system is of great 
significance for ensuring the quality of education, achieving the expected 
goals, and carrying out the evaluation work (Fulmer et al., 2018; Newton & 
Kasten, 2013; Qhibi et al., 2020). Therefore, as the educational components, 
it is necessary to achieve a high degree of alignment between textbooks 
and curriculum standards.

Under the background of the new round of curriculum reform, it was 
pointed out that the curriculum standards are the basis for the compilation of 
textbooks in China (Ministry of Education, 2001). In 2017, the new version of 
primary school science curriculum standard was promulgated in China (Minis-
try of Education, 2017), then the new primary school science textbooks were 
published by various presses. However, it is not clear whether the new primary 
school science textbooks really follow the requirements of the curriculum 
standard and maintain a high alignment level with the curriculum standard. 
As a neighbour of China, the reform based on curriculum standards also 
started in Japan and achieved some results (Ministry of Education, Culture, 
Sports, Science and Technology-Japan (MEXT), 2019). Especially in the field 
of science education, Japanese students have performed well in international 
tests such as The Program for International Student Assessment (PISA) and 
Trends in International Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS) in recent years 
(MEXT, 2019; MEXT, 2020). Since China and Japan have certain similarities in 
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educational background, such as both countries have nine-year compulsory education and require children to 
enter primary school at the age of six (MEXT, 2015; The National People’s Congress, 2019; Tian, 2015), comparing 
the alignment of primary school science textbooks and curriculum standards in two countries, may be helpful to 
obtaining findings that can provide some reference for the development of primary school science textbooks.

Alignment Models  

In order to examine the level of alignment among educational components such as standards, assessment 
and so on, researchers have established different alignment methods with different characteristics. Webb (1999) 
defined alignment as the degree of alignment between expectation and assessment. The model he established was 
evaluated from four dimensions, categorical concurrence, depth-of-knowledge consistency, range-of-knowledge 
correspondence, and balance of representation. Porter’s alignment model established the Porter’s alignment for-
mula, from two dimensions of the topic and cognitive demand to construct the framework (Porter, 2002; Porter 
et al. 2007). Porter’s model can be applied to international comparison and can be analysed and compared from 
the overall alignment index and the two dimensions respectively (Liu et al., 2009). Achieve model was used to 
analyse the alignment between the evaluation project and the standards from the aspects of content centrality 
and performance centrality, the challenge of the evaluation project, and the balance and range of knowledge 
(Rothman et al. 2002).

In the existing research on the application of alignment models, most researchers prefer to analyse the align-
ment between academic assessment and curriculum standard. For example, based on the Webb’s model, Webb 
(1999) analysed the alignment between math and science assessments and standards in basic education in four 
states of the United States, and found that there were great differences among different states. Fitzpatrick et al. 
(2015) conducted a study on the alignment between the assessment and curriculum standard of therapeutics 
courses in Canadian higher education and found that the results were unsatisfactory. Based on the Porter’s model, 
Liang and Yuan (2008) and Liu et al. (2009) both studied the degree of alignment between the standardized test 
and the curriculum standards of middle school physics in China, and the data both proved the poor alignment level. 
Similarly, Lu and Liu (2012) tested the alignment between middle school biology standardized tests and curriculum 
standard in China and found that there was no significant alignment between tests and curriculum standard in 
four provinces. Contino (2013) analysed the alignment of examinations and curriculum standard of earth science 
in New York, and the results also showed that the alignment was not ideal.

In addition, there have been less studies about the alignment between teaching materials and curriculum 
standards. Qhibi et al. (2020) conducted a study on alignment between content standard and practice materials in 
high school mathematics and concluded that the results were acceptable but needed further adjustment. Polikoff et 
al. (2015) tested the alignment of primary school mathematics textbooks and curriculum standards and found that 
the alignment index was not high. It can be found that in the existing studies, there is insufficient research on the 
alignment of teaching materials with curriculum standards, and the research subjects mostly focus on mathematics.

Alignment Between Science Textbooks and Curriculum Standards

Science education has attracted more and more international attention, and the cultivation of scientific 
literacy has become an important part of education in various countries (Çakici, 2012). Science textbooks are the 
indispensable part of science education, so researchers have explored science textbooks from different perspec-
tives (Gilavand et al., 2016; Røthing,2017; Yacoubian et al., 2017).

With the deepening of standards-based reform, some researchers began to pay attention to the relationship 
between science textbooks and curriculum standards and tried to evaluate whether science textbooks meet the 
requirements of standards. Although many science textbook publishing houses have claimed that their books 
were written according to the curriculum standards, some research results indicated that the science textbooks 
still did not meet the requirements of the curriculum standards. For example, aiming at the content of the nature 
of science in science textbooks, Abd-El-Khalick et al. (2008) and Li et al. (2020) scored the middle school chemistry 
textbooks and the middle school physics textbooks respectively, the results show that the textbooks were not 
well aligned with the current science curriculum standards and science education reform documents. As for the 
content of the science inquiry in science textbooks, Aldahmash et al. (2016) analysed the science inquiry of several 
science textbooks in Saudi Arabia and found that textbooks did not contain all the features of inquiry, as they were 
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not aligned with the National Science Education Standard. Similarly, Li et al. (2018) pointed out that the inquiry 
activities in China’s five versions of the physics textbooks were also not in line with the requirement of paying at-
tention to the importance of scientific inquiry in science education advocated in the science curriculum standard.

Although some researchers have pointed out that some of the current science textbooks were not aligned with 
the standards in some respects, it was found that most of the current related studies focus on the middle school 
science textbooks, but less on the primary school science textbooks. In addition, there is a lack of research on ap-
plying the alignment models to analyse the alignment level between science textbooks and the standards on the 
whole, so the study of the alignment between science textbooks and standards needs to be further strengthened.

Research Aim and Research Questions

The existing research on science textbooks mostly started from a certain part of the content of textbooks, such 
as the scientific inquiry activities in textbooks, to explore whether its setting is in line with the concept advocated 
by curriculum standards. However, there is less attention on the setting of curriculum standards, and there is also 
a lack of comparative research on the alignment between science textbooks and curriculum standards in different 
countries by using the model. This study not only aims to discuss the compilation of science textbooks from the 
perspective of curriculum standards by calculating the alignment level between curriculum standards and science 
textbooks, but also aims to understand the alignment level between science textbooks and curriculum standards 
in different countries through international comparative research, so as to achieve the purpose of international 
mutual reference.

In addition, children’s intelligence in primary school has experienced a transition from the main form of con-
crete image thinking to the main form of abstract logic thinking, and the third and fourth grades are just the key 
period of transition (Lin, 2011). Therefore, this study takes the third-grade primary school science textbooks and 
curriculum standards in China and Japan as the analytical material, carries out comparative analysis and discus-
sion on the alignment between primary school science textbooks and curriculum standards, and identifies the 
following research questions:

1.  What is the alignment level between the third-grade primary school science textbook of the A version 
in China and the Chinese science curriculum standard?

2.  What is the alignment level between the third-grade primary school science textbook of the B version 
in Japan and the Japanese science curriculum standard?

3.  What references and suggestions can be provided for the compilation of primary school science text-
books through the comparative study between China and Japan?

Research Methodology 

General Background

In this study, the Porter’s alignment model was selected as the instrument and adjusted in its localization. 
Based on this framework, content analysis and coding were carried out for the text contents of the Chinese and 
Japanese third-grade primary school science textbooks and their corresponding curriculum standards. The coding 
results of the two countries were substituted into the Porter’s alignment formula to obtain the alignment level, 
then the results were compared and discussed. 

Selection of Materials for Analysis

In order to examine the alignment level between textbooks and curriculum standards, the curriculum stan-
dards and textbooks need to be coded. The new science curriculum standards for primary schools in China and 
Japan were both released in 2017, and the learning objectives and contents of each grade were clearly defined 
in the standards. Since the description of the learning objectives was detailed and with high operability, such as 
“Through the observation, describing the hot air rising phenomenon”, so the learning objectives in the curriculum 
standards became the reference for coding. 

For the selection of textbooks, the third-grade primary school science textbook (version A) published by the 
Chinese publishing house A, and the third-grade primary school science textbook (version B) published by the 
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Japanese publishing house B were chosen to be the materials of the study. Both versions of the textbooks are 
now widely used in both countries, and two publishing houses both have claimed to comply with new science 
curriculum standards for primary schools. The two publishers also provided reference guides for teachers when 
published the textbooks, the teaching objectives and teaching hours of each lesson were defined in them, such as 
“Students can list the examples of the compressed air used in production and life”. The teaching objectives formed 
the corresponding relationship with the learning objectives in the curriculum standards, so the teaching objectives 
in the textbooks became the reference for coding.

Instrument

The Porter’s alignment model was chosen to be the instrument to detect the alignment level between a text-
book and its corresponding curriculum standard. In this model, a two-dimensional table about the “topic” and the 
“cognitive demand” was established (Porter, 2002; Porter et al. 2007), so not only the alignment index between the 
tested textbook and the curriculum standard was clear, but also the alignment of the textbook on topic and cognitive 
demand were presented respectively. Through the adjustment to the localization of the model, the “topic” dimen-
sion was divided into physical science, life science, and earth and space science. The main reason is that the two 
countries have certain commonalities in the topic division after referring to the specific content of primary school 
science curriculum standards and textbooks in China and Japan. In the cognitive demand dimension, it was divided 
into six levels: remember, understand, apply, analyse, evaluate, and create. This classification method was referred to 
the classification of cognitive process dimension in Anderson’s taxonomy (Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001), which was 
built on Bloom’s taxonomy. Anderson further subdivided the six levels into 19 specific items. The specific division is 
shown in Table 1. This classification method was chosen because some researchers had adjusted the Porter’s align-
ment model and analysed Chinese science standardized tests on this basis (Liu et al. 2009), so it can be considered to 
be scientific and applicable. By dividing the dimensions of “topic” and “cognitive demand”, a 3×6 table was formed.

Table 1
Classification of Cognitive Process Dimension in Anderson’s Taxonomy

Cognitive 
demand Explanation Specific items

Remember Extract relevant information from long-term memory. Recognize, Recall

Understand Construct meaning from oral, written, and graphic information. Interpret, Exemplify, Classify, Summa-
rize, Infer, Compare, Explain

Apply Execute or applying a program in a particular situation. Execute, Implement

Analyse Decompose the material into components and determine the relationship 
between each part and the overall relationship.

Differentiate, Organize, Attribute

Evaluate Make judgments based on criteria. Check, Critique

Create Integrate elements into a whole with unified functions or reorganize ele-
ments into a new structure.

Generate, Plan, Produce

Procedures

After the framework was determined, the text content of curriculum standards and textbooks was analysed 
and coded. The two coders employed in this study are both researchers engaged in scientific education research 
and proficient in Chinese and Japanese. They first discussed the framework and clarified the details of the cod-
ing. Secondly, two coders coded the curriculum standards and textbooks independently. Thirdly, the two coders’ 
respective coding results were calculated by Kendall correlation coefficient to ensure the scientific results. Finally, 
they discussed each item together, especially the differences, until a consensus was reached. 

Based on the coding results, this study analysed the alignment level between primary school science text-
books and curriculum standards in China and Japan. In order to find out the misalignment between the textbooks 
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and the curriculum standards, the two versions of the textbooks were compared and discussed from the topic, 
cognitive demand, and emphasis.

Data Analysis
 
To calculate the alignment level of the coding results, the data was normalized to make the sum of the rows 

and columns of the two-dimensional table was 1, then the two-dimensional ratio tables of curriculum standards 
and textbooks were obtained (Porter et al., 2007). The data in the tables was substituted into Porter’s alignment 
formula, and Porter’s alignment index P was obtained. In the formula, P represents the Porter’s alignment index, n 
represents the number of cells in the two-dimensional table, i represents a cell in the two-dimensional table, and X 
and Y represent two objects for alignment evaluating. In this study, they are the tables of the curriculum standards 
and the textbooks, respectively. Since the tables were normalized, the range of P is 0 to 1, and the larger the P is, 
the higher the degree of alignment between the two objects is proved; conversely, the smaller the P is, the lower 
the degree of alignment is proved (Poter, 2002).

𝑃 = 1 −
∑ |𝑋� − 𝑌�|�
���

2  

Since any two tables are likely to have a certain degree of alignment, it is necessary to find a statistically signifi-
cant critical value to compare with the alignment index obtained by the Porter’s alignment formula. After coding 
through the Matlab, two 3×6 two-dimensional tables of the textbook and curriculum standard were randomly 
accessed, the process was executed 20000 times to get the mean and standard deviation of P, and the statisti-
cally significant critical value at the 0.05 level was calculated. When the alignment index reaches the critical value, 
there is a statistically significant alignment between the textbook and curriculum standard (Liu et al., 2009). Next, 
the clustered column charts were formed to present the alignment from the dimensions of topic and cognitive 
demand, and the content maps were formed to present the alignment of emphasis. 

Research Results 

Comparison of Alignment Index

 Table 2 presents the learning objectives of the Chinese curriculum standard and the teaching objectives 
of the A version textbook in ratios separately. The number in each cell represented the ratio of the curriculum 
standard or textbook in each cognitive demand under each topic. Because of the normalization, the final sum of 
the part of the curriculum standard or the textbook was 1. 

Table 2
Learning Objectives of the Chinese Curriculum Standard and Teaching Objectives of the A Version Textbook in Ratios

Remember Understand Apply Analyse Evaluate Create Subtotal

Chinese curriculum 
standard

Physical science 0.190 0.167 0.071 0 0 0.024 0.452

Life science 0.048 0.143 0 0 0 0 0.191

Earth and space 
science 0.143 0.143 0.071 0 0 0 0.357

Subtotal 0.381 0.453 0.142 0 0 0.024 1

A version textbook

Physical science 0.071 0.161 0.106 0 0 0.034 0.372

Life science 0.137 0.158 0.037 0.014 0.007 0.020 0.373

Earth and space 
science 0.113 0.093 0.032 0 0 0.018 0.256

Subtotal 0.321 0.412 0.175 0.014 0.007 0.072 1
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Table 3 presents the learning objectives of the Japanese curriculum standard and the teaching objectives of 
the B version textbook in ratios separately. Similar to Table 2, data comparison could reflect the similarities and dif-
ferences in the proportion distribution of various topics and cognitive demands between this version of textbook 
and its corresponding curriculum standard.

Table 3
Learning Objectives of the Japanese Curriculum Standard and Teaching Objectives of the B Version Textbook in Ratios

Remember Understand Apply Analyse Evaluate Create Subtotal

Japanese  curricu-
lum standard

Physical Science 0.175 0.227 0.175 0 0 0.021 0.598

Life science 0.083 0.113 0.062 0 0 0 0.258

Earth and space 
science 0.041 0.052 0.052 0 0 0 0.145

Subtotal 0.299 0.392 0.289 0 0 0.021 1

B version textbook

Physical science 0.103 0.189 0.162 0 0 0.081 0.535

Life science 0.105 0.168 0.088 0 0 0 0.361

Earth and space 
science 0.033 0.045 0.027 0 0 0 0.105

Subtotal 0.241 0.402 0.277 0 0 0.081 1

The alignment index was obtained by substituting the data into the Porter’s alignment formula, and signifi-
cant critical value at the level of 0.05 was obtained through Matlab (Table 4). By comparing the alignment index 
of the two versions of textbooks with their corresponding critical value, it was found that the alignment index 
of the A version textbook (0.756) was lower than its critical value (0.779), indicating that there was no significant 
alignment between the A version textbook and the Chinese curriculum standard. However, the alignment index 
of the B version textbook (0.837) was higher than its critical value (0.776), indicating that the B version textbook 
had significant alignment with the Japanese curriculum standard.

Table 4
Alignment between Two Versions of Textbooks and Their Curriculum Standards

Mean Standard 
deviation Alignment index Critical value

Alignment between the A version textbook and the Chinese curriculum 
standard 0.676 0.063 0.756 0.779

Alignment between the B version textbook and the Japanese cur-
riculum standard 0.673 0.063 0.837 0.776

Comparison of Alignment from the Topic

In order to more clearly present the ratios of each topic between the textbooks and the curriculum standards 
in China and Japan respectively, clustered column charts in Figure 1 were formed. In the figure, the abscissa repre-
sented the three topics, and the ordinate was the ratio of the topic to the whole content. It was found that between 
the ratio of the A version with the Chinese curriculum standard in different topics exists obvious inconsistency. Life 
science had the lowest share in the curriculum standard but became the topic of the highest share in the textbooks. 
However, the B version and the Japanese curriculum standard were in the same order in the topic dimension, and 
the ratio gap of different topics was obvious, both highlighted the physical science as the key topic. In addition, 
an interesting common point was that the textbooks of two versions both set the topic beyond the curriculum 
standard in the topic of life science, and the ratio of the excess was relatively large. As a result, the topic of physical 
science and earth and space science could not meet the requirements of the curriculum standard.
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Figure 1
The Ratios of the Chinese Curriculum Standard (CCS) and the A Version Textbook, the Japanese Curriculum Standard (JCS) and 
the B Version Textbook in the Topic Dimension 

Comparison of Alignment from the Cognitive Demand

Figure 2 shows the alignment between science textbooks and their corresponding curriculum standards at 
different cognitive demands. In the figure, the abscissa represented the six cognitive demands, and the ordinate 
was the ratio of the cognitive demand in the whole content. It was found that under certain condition that there 
were no requirements of analysis and evaluation in the curriculum standards of two countries, the B version did 
not involve the two cognitive demands, which kept the same with the curriculum standard, but the A version 
involved the requirements of these two cognitive demands, which appeared different with the curriculum stan-
dard. Moreover, it is worth noting that the A version in the two lower cognitive demands named remembering 
and understanding did not reach the ratio of curriculum standard’s requirements, and in the rest of the four higher 
cognitive demands went beyond the ratio of the curriculum standard’s requirements. In other words, the A version 
put forward higher requirements than curriculum standards for students in cognitive demand, while the B version 
did not reflect this trend.

Figure 2
The Ratios of the Chinese Curriculum Standard (CCS) and the A Version Textbook, the Japanese Curriculum Standard (JCS) and 
the B Version Textbook in the Cognitive Demand Dimension
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Comparison of Alignment from the Emphasis

Transformed each two-dimensional table into a content map, the emphasis of curriculum standards and 
textbooks was further analysed. Figure 3 and Figure 4 show the emphasis of the science curriculum standards 
and the textbooks of two countries. In figures, the abscissa axis for six cognitive demands, the ordinate axis for 
three topics, the place transverse and longitudinal axes intersect means the ratio of a certain cognitive demand of 
this topic in the overall context. Different patterns represented the different ratios, such as the light-coloured dot 
areas represented the highest ratio, which was between 0.2 to 0.25; the dark vertical stripe areas were the higher 
part between 0.15 to 0.2; the grid areas meant the moderate part between 0.1 to 0.15; the lower ratio of the dark 
dotted line areas was from 0.05 to 0.1; the white areas represented the least ratio less than 0.05.

Combined the content maps with the data in the two-dimensional ratio tables, it was found that the B version 
and the Japanese curriculum standard both focused on the demand of understanding of physical science. However, 
although the Chinese curriculum standard exceeded the demand of remembering in physical science the most, 
but the A version shifted the focus to the demand of understanding in physical science, which virtually increased 
the demand for students’ cognitive level. Besides, although in the A version the ratio of understanding level in 
physical science was higher, but the high level was not obvious, indicating that the A version was not in accordance 
with the requirements of the Chinese curriculum standard to stress the key point, but spread out the key contents.

Figure 3
The Emphasis of the Chinese Curriculum Standard (CCS) and the A Version Textbook 

Figure 4
The Emphasis of the Japanese Curriculum Standard (JCS) and the B Version Textbook 
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Discussion

Based on the theory of Anderson’s taxonomy, this study localized the Porter’s alignment model to make it more 
suitable for the alignment analysis between primary school science textbooks and curriculum standards. After deeply 
studying the new version of primary school science curriculum standards and representative textbooks in China and 
Japan, the texts according to the two-dimensional framework were coded. Although researchers have already used the 
alignment model to conduct an international comparative study of the alignment level between standardized tests and 
curriculum standards, also whether science textbooks in accordance with the requirement of curriculum standard have 
been discussed, in the existing study of science textbooks, there is still a lack of research on comparing the alignment 
level between textbooks and curriculum standards in different countries by using alignment model. This study provides 
a constructive reference for improving the alignment level between science textbooks and curriculum standards through 
data analysis and international comparison. 

First, there is significant alignment between the B version and the Japanese curriculum standard, but there is no 
significant alignment between the A version and the Chinese curriculum standard. This indicates that compared with the 
B version, the A version does not well implement the requirements of curriculum standard in the compilation process 
and does not form a high level of agreement with the curriculum standard. In view of this result, in the process of the 
revision and compilation of the A version in the future, it is necessary to deeply study the curriculum standards, carefully 
analyse where the current textbooks are inconsistent with the curriculum standards, and ensure that the textbooks and 
the curriculum standards achieve a higher degree of alignment.

Second, the main reason why the A version does not have a high degree of alignment in the topic dimension is that 
the content of life science is too much, while the content of earth and space science is reduced. This phenomenon also 
exists in the B version, showing that this is a common problem. Perhaps because textbook writers think that the topic of 
life science is easier to arrange outdoor observation inquiry activities, while designing the links that can closely contact 
with the natural environment, can make students engage their senses better, arouse curiosity and interest in learning 
science, and cultivate the ability of appreciation and aesthetic (Hecht et al., 2019; Jung et al., 2019; Merritt & Bowers, 2020). 
However, this does not mean that the content of earth and space science can be reduced. Because the study of earth and 
space science is closely related to the development of students’ spatial perception (Aliman et al., 2019; Park et al., 2009), 
and the middle grade in primary school is an important stage for students to develop spatial perception (Wang et al., 
2007). Therefore, when arranging topics of textbooks, textbook writers should be in strict accordance with the curriculum 
standards for the division of different topics, to ensure that there will not be the ratio of one topic far beyond the curriculum 
standards, especially for the topic setting of life science and earth and space science, should be paid special attention to.

Third, “Beyond-standards” is a prominent problem in the science textbooks of the A version. Compared with the 
B version, which carefully follows the requirements of the curriculum standard in the dimension of cognitive demand, 
it is shown that the A version has exceeded the requirements of the curriculum standard in the setting of the cognitive 
demand, no matter the content of the lower level of cognitive demands is reduced, the content of the higher level of 
cognitive demands is added, or the emphasis is shifted. There are two possible explanations for this phenomenon. From 
a historical perspective, China learned from the Soviet Union’s experience in developing science education in the early 
years of founding, which present the characteristics of high difficulty of knowledge and heavy learning tasks (Cai, 2009). 
Although with the development of science education, attaching great importance to the independent exploration, 
highlighting the interesting and inspiring, emphasizing the students’ subjectivity and other new features stand out 
gradually, but the historical factors more or less affect the current textbook writing. From a realistic point of view, the 
exam-oriented culture has a deep impact on the current education environment in China (Deng et al., 2020). In order to 
“win at the starting line”, students are often expected to learn more and more difficult knowledge, which may prompt the 
textbook writers to intentionally increase the requirements on students’ cognitive demands. However, as Piaget pointed 
out in his theory of cognitive development, children’s cognitive development is a continuous and cumulative process, in 
which each step of development builds on the previous steps (Wadsworth, 1984). It reminds textbook writers that text-
books should not go beyond children’s cognitive development level and blindly pursue advanced development. In fact, 
China’s relevant policies have also strengthened the control of the phenomenon of “Beyond-standards”. The Ministry of 
Education issued the “Negative List of Beyond-standard Training in Compulsory Education” in 2020 (The State Council of 
the People’s Republic of China, 2020), requiring serious investigation and punishment of training behaviours exceeding 
the standard, and effectively reducing the overweight extracurricular burden of primary and secondary school students. 
It can be seen that following the law of students’ cognitive development and setting the content with reasonable adjust-
ment step by step have become an urgent need to improve the current science textbooks for primary schools in China.
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Finally, the alignment between textbooks and curriculum standards emphasized does not mean that there is no 
opportunity for the textbooks to show the features. It is not in conflict between following the requirements of curriculum 
standards and pursuing the innovation and characteristics of textbooks. The B version not only follows the curriculum 
standard, but also integrates the wisdom and ideas of the textbook writers. For example, as the content of “growth of 
plants”, it was found that in the B version, the content is arranged according to time order. More specifically, the activity 
of sowing seeds is arranged in April, since the plants need a period to grow, students learn the knowledge of roots, stems, 
and leaves of plants in June, learn the knowledge of blossom in July, and observe the growth of fruits and the state of 
withering plants in September. This design is taken into full consideration of the reality and teaching pace. In contrast, the 
A version is more likely to set these links in a unit, which makes students need to complete the study of this unit within 
a few weeks. It seems to have a logical system, but in fact it does not follow the law of natural growth, which also brings 
some troubles to teachers in teaching. Therefore, ensuring a high alignment between science textbooks and curriculum 
standards is only the basic requirement in the process of compilation. It is an important task that primary school science 
textbooks should be paid more attention to constantly enrich and improve the details and integrate advanced ideas and 
unique wisdom into every corner of textbooks in the future.

Conclusions and Implications

In this study, the Porter’s model was used to analyse the alignment of the third-grade primary school science 
textbooks with their corresponding curriculum standards, and the results were discussed from the perspectives of 
topic, cognitive demand, and emphasis. It was found that the alignment between the A version and the Chinese cur-
riculum standard was lower, which needed to be further improved. The B version performed better at the alignment 
level, but there were also some places for further improvement. Besides, keeping proper control of the proportion of 
life science, fully following students’ cognitive development levels and avoiding the problem of “Beyond-standards”, 
highlighting the key content of curriculum standard stressed, being aligned with the curriculum standard based 
on the integrated into the characteristic and wisdom, are all needs to be paid attention to in the process of writing 
science textbooks.

This study has developed and supplemented the existing research on science textbooks by calculating and 
comparing the alignment between the two versions of primary school science textbooks and their corresponding 
curriculum standards in China and Japan. It has been found that there are similarities and differences in the align-
ment between the two versions of textbooks and curriculum standards. It can be seen that it is meaningful to explore 
the alignment between science textbooks and curriculum standards in different countries. On the one hand, it will 
help own country to find out in what aspects the science textbooks can further improve the level of alignment with 
curriculum standards, on the other hand, countries can also refer to each other’s textbooks for points that align with 
curriculum standards. In addition, other countries with similar educational backgrounds can also get some inspiration.

The current research focuses on whether science textbooks and curriculum standards are aligned, and what are 
the misaligned points that need to be improved. In the future research, some interviews can be added. As a matter of 
fact, the compilers of curriculum standards and textbooks are not the same group. The problems that what kind of dif-
ferences exist in their ideas of science education, how these differences will affect the alignment of science textbooks 
and curriculum standards, and what kind of impact they will have on science education, need to be further under-
stood and discussed through in-depth interviews with the compilers of curriculum standards and science textbooks. 
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